Recent scholarship has explored the Japanese absorption and implementation of the concept of the fine arts (bijutsu) by focusing almost exclusively on its advancement and regulation of painting (kaiga) and sculpture (chōkoku), whereas comparatively little has been published about the other art forms that Meiji-period officials, intellectuals, and practitioners recognized under the same heading of "bijutsu." This paper intends to situate architecture (kenchiku) within the larger Meiji cultural agenda. Contact with Western criteria and expectations greatly altered in concept and form architectural design as a process, and buildings as objects. Akin to "kaiga" and "chōkoku," "kenchiku" operated as much as a neologism as it did as a whole new endeavor. Emergent practitioners of architecture claimed cultural, intellectual, and social superiority to traditional builders for meeting new standards of a university-level education, Western-inflected expertise, and cosmopolitan demeanor. The focus of this essay is a self-defining moment for the nascent profession in the 1890s when a young member, Itō Chūta (1867 Chūta ( -1954 , who would eventually become the pioneer historian and theoretician of architecture in his country, spoke ardently for the recognition of architecture as a fine art. Not the inventor of the term "kenchiku," nor the first to privilege its usage, Itō deserves credit for vocally urging his peers to regulate terminology that defined the very identity of their profession.
Encountering Okakura Kakuzō (1863 Kakuzō ( -1913 during the former's most productive and influential decade in the formulation and categorization of the fine arts must have buttressed Itō's sense of professional obligation and urgency to define his own discipline in similarly sweeping terms. Okakura effectively played the role of chief arbiter of the fine arts in the Meiji period through his positions as educator, administrator, and curator. While his most penetrating effort was in the development of painting, 1 Okakura's professional endeavors exerted multipronged impact on the national aesthetics of Japan. As part of a coterie of expert-cum-bureaucrats, he contributed to the ongoing definition of the fine arts and applied arts at the official level in the nation's museums and schools, 2 achieving an ambitiously coordinated and comprehensive system supporting art's creation, dissemination, and preservation. To date, there has been little scholarly exploration of Okakura's impact on the institutional recognition of architecture, especially architecture as a fine art.
At the two institutions where Okakura made his strongest administrative impact, "fine arts" encompassed more than painting and sculpture. At the Imperial Museum (Teikoku Hakubutsukan) in Tokyo where Okakura served as the head of the Fine Arts Department until his resignation in 1898, the departmental collection consisted of painting, sculpture, architecture, calligraphy (sho), and prints (hankoku).
3 At the Tokyo School of Fine Arts (Tōkyō Bijutsu Gakkō), painting, sculpture, architecture, and applied arts (bijutsu kōgei) composed the four major curricular programs from the opening of this school to the time of Okakura's directorship (1890-98). In spite of the formal specification in the school's general regulations, however, the architecture program remained an empty placeholder until the establishment of the Architecture Department in 1923. 4 That architecture, along with painting and sculpture, occupied a conceptually, if not always functionally, essential position as a fine art at the nation's primary museum and art school defies the general assumption hitherto formed in scholarship that modern architecture in Japan was developed exclusively under the aegis of engineering.
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This essay specifically examines how, in the 1890s during Okakura's administrative ascendancy, Itō as a government-trained Meiji architect comprehended the aesthetic imperative of architecture, an understanding that worked hand in hand with a mastery of scientific and technical principles in contributing to nation building efforts. The crux of his argument rested on capturing the original meaning of the Western word "architecture" (ākitekuchūru) with an appropriately supple Japanese term to convey the profession's and practice's aspirational standing, not only as new and modern, but also intellectually and culturally sophisticated. While the immediate concern was one of translation-namely, debating the adoption of "kenchiku" or "zōka" as the more evocative translation term for "architecture"-Itō's painstaking terminological deliberation implicated the overall unwieldiness of transplanting and naturalizing an expansive discipline, replete with distinct academic, practical, and philosophical dimensions. Exacerbating the challenge was Western-style architecture's rapidly evolving definition and constitution in its cultures of origin (European and American) at this time, such that capturing linguistic equivalence required keeping up with conceptual and technical shifts. To emphasize architecture as a fine art at this moment in time was to take part in the contemporary debate stemming from Western Europe about the primary role of the architect, as artist or technician. The following pages examine the way in which Itō made his mark in history as the first and most major instigator in Japan of a consciousness of architecture as a high art form, breaking ground for an extended disputation that continues to this day against the more orthodox recognition of architecture as a field of engineering.
Itō's Hybrid Training
Itō lived through the full span of the Meiji period, having been born exactly at the cusp of the radical political restoration of imperial rule that propelled Japan into a Western-centric world economy and ethos. He succeeded the first generation of Japanese, most of whom at least fifteen to twenty years his senior, who out of necessity acted as the founding fathers of myriad newly-formed industries and professions that bolstered the nation's growth. By the time of Itō's entry to the Imperial University (Teikoku Daigaku) in 1889, these Japanese nationals, rather than the foreign experts (oyatoi gaikokujin) hired to initiate the architecture program less than two decades ago, served as the department's major professors. 7 While members of Itō's class were expected to accept the baton to educate subsequent generations and to administer national building projects, what differentiated them from their predecessors was a singular addition in their curriculum: dedicated courses on pre-Meiji Japanese architecture. 8 The impact of this pedagogical addendum to a program focused on imparting Western history, design, materials, and technology set in motion an exceptional career for Itō of theorizing architecture in hybrid language and building architecture in hybrid materials and forms.
Most telling of the fluidity of Itō's interest and knowledge was the quick succession of his graduation project, a Gothic cathedral, in 1892, and his first built project, a Shinto shrine, in 1895. The designs each confirmed his talent for historical precision and stylistic accuracy. As a pairing, they reveal an even more extraordinary, and perhaps unequaled, ability: the historical insight and technical breadth to credibly delineate such formally and structurally distinct building types, one in thirteenth-century French ecclesiastical style and the other in eighth-century Sino-Japanese palace style.
While his instructor in Japanese architecture, Kigo Kiyoyoshi, handpicked him to be a collaborator on the aforementioned maiden project, the Heian Shrine in Kyoto, Itō's professor in Western architecture, Kojima Noriyuki, recommended him for his first teaching job upon graduating from college and starting his graduate studies. He assumed the position as lecturer of Western architecture history and architectural decoration at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts. The school's director, Okakura, encouraged Itō to incorporate Japanese architecture history into the curriculum as the latter progressed in his graduate research on the subject. Four years later, Itō realized this ambition when he taught Japanese architecture history at both his alma mater (renamed Tokyo Imperial University) and the Tokyo School of Fine Arts. As a practitioner, historian, and theorist, Itō was well versed in the Western standards, although his greatest contributions would be designing, researching, and theorizing Asian architecture. His promotion of a suitable Japanese translation word for "architecture" should be comprehended as a beginning point of his career-long focus on Asia.
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The Aesthetics of Architecture The investigation of architecture as an art form in Meiji Japan is necessarily an exploration of how the profession fashioned itself as more than the physicality and technicality of putting up buildings. The architect in Europe, as indicated by the term's Greek etymological root, was a master (archi) builder (tekton). Akin to the Japanese carpenter, the daiku, the architect designed and built "in a single, organic process." 9 Architecture was a craft, albeit a highly sophisticated one, that entailed first and foremost specialized knowledge and expertise to erect a tangible built product. Western civilization's mythical first architect, Daedalus, famously spawned a spectacularly diverse body of creations including mechanical automatons, a dancing floor, a labyrinth, two pairs of feathered wings for human flight, and a fortified city. 10 According to a recent comparative historical study on the intertwined professional formation of the architect and the engineer by Andrew Saint, before the Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution, a so-called "golden unity in the building arts" made possible structures of the greatest complexity such as castles and cathedrals. Although institutional and technical distinctions were ascribed to the separate disciplines, little prevented a single individual from taking on more than one skill set. The ingenious Filippo Brunelleschi, for example, multitasked as artist, craftsman, architect, and engineer for the Florence Cathedral dome.
11 One would expect nothing less of Daedalus's professional progeny.
By the nineteenth century, however, what the architectural historian Dell Upton calls a separation of "headwork from handwork" occurred in the drive toward professionalization. 12 Rather than continuing to get his hands dirty, the architect would consciously extract himself from construction activities and insert himself as the white-collared mediator between the client and contractors. Being supervisor, not manual worker, assured him continued control over the realization of his ideas. At the same time, trading in specialist knowledge and good taste that presumably the builder lacked, the architect proclaimed the art of design as exclusive and elusive and promoted himself, the master of design, as equal to a gentleman.
The establishment of structural engineering as a distinct discipline from architecture also during this time intensified the disconnection between the conceptual and the concrete, further curtailing the architect's specialization to ideas rendered on paper and his primary concerns to form and aesthetics. It was an architect who ensured the iconic status that the Eiffel Tower enjoys to this day as monument par excellence to the rational and honest beauty of iron framework. Conceived by the eponymous engineer Gustave Eiffel, the structure would be insipidly skeletal without the decorative arch and other curvilinear (and non-structural) flourishes that the architect Stephen Sauvestre introduced to its base, arguably the most visible section of the monument. 13 As building commissions grew notably in size, complexity, and technical sophistication through the century, the architect and engineer necessarily worked as a team to offer different skills on the same projects. The division of labor, although not always precise, typically meted out structural integrity to the engineer and cohesive expression and visual dignity to the architect.
By the mid-to late nineteenth century, the time when Japan adopted Western models for architectural education and practice, the consideration of architecture as an art-as first among the arts, no less-reached a high point in Europe. At the Ècole des Beaux-Arts in Paris where talented art students from around the world flocked to train, courses were offered on the three principal visual arts: painting, sculpture, and architecture. Thus, Okakura would model the organization of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts after this school, and in so doing, created an architecture program in name before being prepared to actually operate one.
14 For an education in engineering, there were the Ècole Polytechnique and the Ècole des Ponts et Chaussées. While formal schooling was not requisite to becoming an architect at the time, graduates of the Ècole des Beaux-Arts, an elite minority, looked forward to a career fulfilling major government commissions to generate "monumental exemplars of high civility." 15 In Britain and America, leading professionals declared an inviolable line between ordinary edifices and high architecture. Co-designer of New York's Central Park, Calvert Vaux lamented of American cities: "There are buildings, but where is the architecture? There is the matter, but where is the architecture? There is the opportunity, but where is the agreeable result?" 16 Arguably the most influential architectural thinker and critic in Britain of the day, John Ruskin famously defined architecture as "the art which so disposes and adorns the edifices raised by man for whatsoever uses, that the sight of them contribute to his mental health, power, and pleasure."
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While not all architects were artist, intellectual, and genius in equal measure, those who occupied the apex of the profession were idealized as such, or aspired to be. 18 The figure of the artist-architect as shaped in nineteenth-century Euro-American culture would find its way around the globe to Japan. Academy training and power of aesthetic discernment set apart the new class of Japanese architects from the traditional carpenter. Acting as the linchpin for the transmission of architectural standards from the West, specifically Victorian Britain, to Meiji Japan was Josiah Conder, hired to practice and impart the panoply of artistic and scientific knowledge required of a modern architect. As I have argued elsewhere, Conder found the artistic and scientific requirements to be equally significant but privileged the former as the inspired and gratifying component and saw the latter as the straightforward observation of predetermined laws and rules.
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This bias, reflective of the outlook of a generation of Victorian artist-architects, left a lasting imprint on the lineage of Japanese architects who originally studied at the Imperial College of Engineering under Conder. Itō, an 1892 graduate of the program (by then transplanted to the Imperial University), 20 was the first Japanese to theorize architecture as a fine art, and he did so through linguistic and conceptual analysis of the term "architecture" to determine its most appropriate Japanese equivalent.
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Art or Not Art? Architecture or Not Architecture? Itō's opportune exercise in defining architecture as a fine art allowed him entry into two separate but related debates regarding the place of Japanese arts in world praxis. In the eyes of the more powerful Western nations, Japan's political vulnerability in the Meiji period was symptomatic of an overall inferiority, directly implicating its technical, intellectual, and cultural abilities. It was axiomatic that Japanese art and architecture, having developed under conditions and traditions independent from Europe, would not automatically be granted equal status. Whether Japan had art or architecture-fitting European-style designation-was up for debate.
As Ellen Conant and other scholars after her have shown, Japanese participation in the burgeoning world's fairs of the late nineteenth century entailed extensive negotiating and maneuvering to garner serious valuation. 21 The creation of the term "bijutsu" in 1872 to correspond to the European classification of the "fine arts" privileged painting and sculpture, and simultaneously demoted the preponderance of Japanese artworks, painted on or sculpted in lacquer, porcelain, bronze, and ivory, to applied arts status. Japanese art in general would be denied entry to the fine arts pavilions and relegated to the halls of manufacturing and industry of world's fairs, until rising international political and economic standing bolstered Japanese representatives' successful petitions to organizers to bend exhibition rules at the 1893 World's Columbian Exhibition and the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
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The bending of rules, however, did not signify acknowledgement of parity. As pointed out by Carol Ann Christ, a frontispiece illustration for an official fair publication in 1904 ranked the Japanese with scientific precision and candor in third place behind the Americo-European and the Russian in the ethnographic hierarchy titled "Types and Development of Man."
23 Despite positioning them ahead of the Hindoo [sic], Turk, Chinese, and other non-white peoples, the American host nonetheless personified Japan-in female guise, in contrast to all others in male form-as a palpable step behind its current opponent in warfare (the Russo-Japanese war started in February of the same year) as well as an exoticized exception to the norm.
Japan's architecture did not fare better than the nation's arts in the initial rounds of judgment by Western professionals. Likewise, an ontological discrepancy and an additional want of understanding for ecological-cultural conditions alien to their own, buttressed the bias. Japan's predominantly ligneous construction system signified primitivism in the European hierarchy of building technology. As espoused by the fairy tale "The Three Little Pigs," first popularized in print in English around this time in the nineteenth century, straw and sticks represent naïve choices made in the infancy of the evolution toward infallible construction in brick and stone.
24 Western engineers as well as architects, particularly those hired by the Public Works Ministry (Kōbushō) to modernize Japan, critically assessed indigenous timber structures for lacking the solidity and grandeur of brick and stonework.
25 R. Henry Brunton, a civil engineer, derided the Japanese streetscape as "rows of tinder-boxes," and even Josiah Conder, otherwise an admirer and proponent of traditional arts, deemed wooden construction to "[possess] considerable archaeological interest," but firmly denied it a place in the nation's current practice. 26 On its own, Japan had produced no architecture, dictated by Western experts as necessarily weighty, substantial, and permanent.
Itō's Definitions
Japanese artists and architects trained in Western-style institutions must have bristled at the critical assessment of American and European experts that Japan had no true art or architecture comparable to theirs. Even more maligned than those Japanese pursuing traditional arts, they were ensnared in a double bind of inauthenticity-not Japanese enough, not Western enough. To make matters worse would be to delimit Japanese architecture as purely the fulfillment of functionality or the product of technical proficiency, at a time when Western architects highly privileged the artistic and theoretical components of their discipline. As Itō would argue, the inconsistency and apparent irresolution in the naming of what Japanese architects studied, researched, and practiced-at times called "zōka" and other times called "kenchiku"-compromised the attempt to present them as an elite group of professionals with a defined and cogent mission.
"Zōka" and "kenchiku" were both new terms created in the late nineteenth century. The former first appeared as the translation for "architecture" in the 1864 French-Japanese dictionary French Language Lexicon (Futsugo meiyō), while the latter originally appeared in the 1862 English-Japanese Pocket Dictionary (Eiwa taiyaku shūchin jisho). When the central government's Engineering Bureau (Kōgakuryō) established a school in 1873 that offered training in architecture, it vacillated between calling it "kenchikugaku" (study of kenchiku) and "zōkajutsu" (art of zōka) even though the curriculum remained unaltered by the undetermined nomenclature. To differentiate themselves from engineers who had earlier formed the Engineering Society (Kō Gakkai), Conder's students established the Zōka Society (Zōka Gakkai), the first Japanese professional organization of architects in 1886; the following year, it began publication of a journal titled Kenchiku zasshi (Kenchiku Journal). The program at the Imperial University that Itō graduated from in 1892, was called Zōka Department (Zōka Gakka), in which Tatsuno Kingo, a firstgeneration modern Japanese architect, led the faculty in offering courses in "kenchiku" and "kenchikushi" (history of kenchiku). 27 Concurrently, the aforementioned Imperial Museum and the Tokyo School of Fine Arts used "kenchiku" to label their respective architecture collection and architecture program. On the whole, from the 1860s to the 1880s, the interchangeability of "zōka" and "kenchiku" in the official parlance for titles and labels of endeavors related to architecture seemed to suggest synonymity, yet some current scholars have inferred a degree of distinction in usage: that "zōka" denoted the all-encompassing discipline of architecture whereas "kenchiku" signified its technical and artistic specificity.
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It was not until the 1890s, due to Itō's perspicacity and eloquence that an authoritative voice emerged to demarcate the terms explicitly. As a newly-minted graduate of the prestigious national program, he was entering the professional ranks with an ambitious plunge into the theory and semantics of architectural practice. He articulated a call for considering architecture (he used the loanword "ākitekuchūru" and the translation word "kenchiku") as an art (bijutsu) in three prominent, related venues in the 1890s. 29 The earliest of the three was his 1892 college thesis titled "The Philosophy of Architecture" (Kenchiku tetsugaku) in which the first of the three major sections is titled "Architecture and Art" (Kenchikujutsu to bijutsu). 30 This was followed by his 1893 lecture to the Zōka Society titled "The Relationship Between Architecture and Art" (Kenchikujutsu to bijutsu to no kankei).
31 The next year he published the short but forceful opinion piece titled "Debating the True Meaning of 'Architecture' to Choose Its Translation Word in the Hope of Changing Our Name Zōka Gakkai" ("Ākitekuchūru" no hongi o ronshite, sono yakuji o senteishi, waga Zōka Gakkai no kaimei o nozomu) in Kenchiku zasshi.
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In all three pieces, Itō begins with a definition: of "ākitekuto" in the thesis, "ākitekuchua" in the lecture, and "ākitekuchūru" in the opinion piece. The literal meaning of "zōka" provoked Itō to call for a linguistic reform. He asserts that the work of the architect is not just to build (zō 造) houses (ka 家), for such a narrow occupation would make him a mere builder (kōshō/birudā 匠工). 33 To him, the crucial difference between the architect and the builder is not the former's knowledge of scholarly and scientific principles (gakuri) and current styles (haryū), or ability to design and plan through measured drawings; it is his artistic expression (bijutsu shisō). 34 Itō informs his audience that the Greek etymology of "architecture" defines it as a high art (kōtō geijutsu), equal in status to painting and sculpture. 35 The assortment of Japanese terms that have been created recently-"kenchikujutsu" (art of kenchiku), "kenchikugaku" (study of kenchiku), "zōkagaku" (study of zōka)-reflects a lack of methodical deliberation in the transposition from one language to the other. Furthermore, Itō insists that selecting a proper translation requires a thorough exposition of the original European concept surrounding the term "architecture."
Itō's immediate objective is to establish "kenchiku" exclusively as the semantic equivalent to architecture, thereby eliminating "zōka" from the current lexicon. The problem with "zōka" is not just its narrow and uninspired reference to the building of houses and other utilitarian structures. More urgently, it fails to express the wide range of structural types and the elastic scale of designed spaces that an architect oversees: from functional shelters to symbolic monuments, and from singular buildings to multifunction complexes to planned cities. 36 Furthermore, "zōka" makes no allusion to the artistry requisite to architectural design. Itō argues that "kenchiku," in contrast, evokes the breadth and depth of the work that its competing term suppresses.
Yet, Itō's endorsement is oblique: "Compared to zōka, kenchiku is probably more appropriate, for its meaning is vague." That he expresses his support of "kenchiku" with ビルダー the colorless adjective "bōbaku" (vague) to describe its advantage begs closer examination. 37 Pointedly, Itō acknowledges the term as no more than an expedient placeholder, for the precision of architecture's meaning still awaited expert exegesis (i.e., by someone fluent in world architectural history and theory such as himself). Recently, the architectural historian Norihito Nakatani has affirmed that the creation of this term out of the coupling of the Chinese characters 建 (ken) and 築 (chiku) was in fact extemporaneous. Japanese translators who relied upon Chinese texts to understand Western subjects and concepts invented "ken-chiku" (building and construction) and "chiku-ken" (construction and building) at the same time, essentially creating a palindrome rather than two discrete terms: "the coexistence of these two terms…should indicate the fact that they had not been considered very carefully…. These two variations lacked precisely differentiated meanings…exactly because they had been generated accidentally by Japanese translators whose understanding of Chinese texts was vague."
38 After three decades of uncritical usage, the time was ripe for Itō, academically initiated in Western and Asian architecture, to penetrate the layers of ignorance that surrounded "kenchiku's" initial creation.
In his theorization of architecture, Itō demonstrates his thorough education in Western art and architecture history, not to mention foreign terminology, by peppering his writing with words written in the Roman alphabet and in Japanese katakana in addition to novel terms assembled from Chinese characters. "Bijutsu," he tells his audience, was a direct translation of the German "shūne kunsuto" (schöne kunst) in 1873, the sixth year of Meiji. In the European context architecture exists as a subset of bijutsu, being concerned with beauty and its expression. He argues in doubled language, as much for rhetorical emphasis as for the sake of colleagues perhaps less agile with the use of Western terminology, that "Art is not imitation (loanword "imitēshon"), it is not copying" (bijutsu wa imitēshon dewa nai, mohō dewa nai). 39 To support the claim that art transcends the mimetic function, he conjures supporting examples that are exotically foreign-Michaelangelo's God and Raphael's Madonna-citing them as "something created (loanword "kuriēto") from one's own mind, something imagined" (jibun no atama kara kuriēto shita mono de aru, sōzō shita mono de aru). Providing more examples of supernatural subjects that defy imitation, he mentions the Greek centaur, the Indian Thousand-armed Kannon, and the Chinese dragon and phoenix. His line of logic, greatly simplified, is as follows: Architecture, like painting and sculpture, does not aim to imitate nature, but rather expresses elegance and beauty through line, color, and gradations of light and dark. Architecture enjoys a mutually beneficial relationship with painting and sculpture, although they experienced changing levels of intimacy in the Greek, Gothic, and Renaissance periods. In the Gothic period, notably, the three were inseparable. Most recently, in the nineteenth century, Eugene Viollet-le-Duc and Roger Smith affirmed architecture as a total art, serviced by sculpture and painting. In the end, Itō ties the various strands of his analysis by offering the definition of "kenchiku" as "a creation following the principles of nature in the artful arrangement of two-dimensional
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and the three-dimensional forms" (kenchikujutsu no teigi wa shizen no hōsoku ni shitagatte heimen to rittai to no bijutsuteki haigō o tsukuru mono). 40 Itō's "kenchiku" is unequivocally Western-inflected and artistic. He makes next to no acknowledgement of non-Western traditions and philosophies of building, nor does he concern himself with principles of construction in the formulation of architecture's definition. 41 This is apparent in the language, concepts, history, and representative actors and thinkers that he invokes. His personal interest in pre-Meiji Japanese architecture notwithstanding, Japan figures imperceptibly in his proposition of architecture as an art.
42 His dogged historical and cultural parsing of architecture manifests the desire to translate, and acculturate, a foreign concept into comprehensible, Japanese terms. To leave "architecture" in its original Roman letters or in phonic katakana transliteration would not emphasize the literal and intellectually challenging act of translating architecture. The creation of multiple Sino-Japanese neologisms and the eventual selective paring down to just one reflect the arduous, three-decade long process of rooting Western-style architecture in Japan, notably a subjective interpretation and adaptation of the European model. Itō's ultimate objective in presenting a meticulously drawn history and theory of architecture, therefore, is not to understand Europe better, but interestingly, to understand Asia better. He provides such a clue at the end of his lecture on the relationship between architecture and art: the Western concept of beauty and the Oriental (Tōyō) concept of beauty are subject to the taste of the respective culture; therefore, the discovery of the unique "taste" (tēsuto) of the Japanese would be in examining their "artistically conceived architecture" (bijutsuteki kenchiku). 43 In his opinion, this discovery, not design or construction, is the modern architect's greatest responsibility.
It is common to attribute the obsolescence of "zōka" to Itō's power of persuasion. A few years after he publicized his proposal, the professional association Zōka Society (Zōka Gakkai) changed its name to Kenchiku Society (Kenchiku Gakkai), and the academic Zōka Department (Zōka Gakka) at his alma mater became the Kenchiku Department (Kenchiku Gakka). "Zōka" did not survive the purge, and the term faded out of official usage by the end of the Meiji period. The term is no longer an entry in general-audience or technical dictionaries. Ironically, current dictionaries have also erased all vestiges of Itō's erudite rationale for favoring "kenchiku." The 2008 edition of the authoritative Japanese dictionary Kōjien defines "kenchiku" as: "(architecture) (translation word created in the end of the Edo period) the construction of houses, buildings, and other structures; fushin" ([architecture] [Edo makki ni tsukutta yakugo] kaoku, biru nado no kenzōbutsu o tsukuru koto; fushin). Interestingly, the entry supplies both a Western synonym (architecture) and what is supposedly a native synonym (fushin), in addition to the etymological explanation that it is a translated term.
The insertion of "fushin" in the definition is misinforming in two major ways. On a factual level, as one of several common terms used in the early modern period (seventeenth to mid-nineteenth centuries) in relation to the literal act of building or construction, the term was never accepted or applied formally in the Meiji period as an equivalent for architecture (nor has it been absorbed into modern Japanese lexicon). On a conceptual level, to provide just the term "fushin" without elaboration or contextualization suggests an easy, seamless transition from premodern to modern, native Japanese to Western-style Japanese, architectural practices. Equating "fushin" with "kenchiku," and "fushin" with "architecture," also assumes a transparency of meaning, that architecture has (had) a fixed meaning across time and place.
Defying the current Kōjien's overly flattened definition of "kenchiku" as nothing more than the raising of houses, buildings, etcetera, this paper has shown the great intellectual and rhetorical efforts that went into furnishing this term with a historical, cultural, and theoretical pedigree. As a translation word, "kenchiku" provided linkage to a sophisticated foreign lineage that traced its roots back to classical Greece. As a conjunction of two apparently synonymous Chinese characters, "ken" and "chiku," the imprecision of the meaning inadvertently opened up semantic and conceptual possibilities to serve new desires in the modern period. The recognition of architecture as a fine art rather than practical craft allowed for the insertion of taste into the architect's professional identity and pursuit. The Japanese architect belonged to the educated elite, like his Euro-American peers who presented themselves as members of the genteel class. Moreover, his artistic vision guided his creation and comprehension of built structures and spaces. For Itō in particular, such a characterization served as the gateway to a career devoted to defining Asia through its architecture and distilling national styles distinctly differentiated from those of the West. 
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Christ, "'The Sole Guardians of the Art Inheritance of Asia,'" 689-91. Also mentioned in Mizuta, "'Fair Japan,'" 34-35.
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The tale portrays the first two pigs who built in straw and sticks, respectively, as not only less intelligent but also more indolent than the third, who by taking longer and building in brick, delayed pleasure for long-term safety and gratification. 
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On the centennial of the change of name from "Zōka Gakkai" to "Kenchiku Gakkai," the organization's publication featured a special volume titled "'Zōka' kara 'kenchiku' e" (From "zōka" to "kenchiku") (Kenchiku zasshi 
